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French Firm ORIGA Group Joins
PrimeGlobal Accounting Network
The French accounting and audit �rm ORIGA Group has joined the PrimeGlobal
network of independent accounting �rms. ORIGA will join the association’s Europe,
Middle East & Africa Region.

Mar. 02, 2017

The French accounting and audit �rm ORIGA Group has joined the PrimeGlobal
network of independent accounting �rms. ORIGA will join the association’s Europe,
Middle East & Africa Region.

ORIGA’s President, Manuel Ibanez, founded the Marseille �rm in 1981 under the
name Fiprovex. Today, ORIGA is one of the largest audit �rms in the south east of
France. The �rm maintains its home of�ce in Marseille, and has branch of�ces in
Paris and Avignon. The �rm is comprised of 6 partners, a global staff of 45, and
provides services to more than 1500 businesses.

To best meet their clients’ needs, ORIGA has divided the �rm into specialized teams,
focusing on their three areas of expertise: Audit, Tax and Consulting. While the �rm
deals primarily in the region of Provence Cote d’Azur, the Paris of�ce also provides an
international access.

PrimeGlobal is among the strongest associations of independent accounting �rms in
the world, comprised of approximately 300 highly successful independent public
accounting �rms in 85 countries. PrimeGlobal provides its independent member
�rms with tools and resources to help them furnish superior accounting, auditing,
tax and management services to clients around the globe. Through PrimeGlobal,
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independent member �rms offer the strength and capabilities of a large, worldwide
organization with technical depth and geographic reach impossible for a local �rm
alone.
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